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About Family Meal  
On this episode we hear a couple of Ordinary Stories about food. How it brings us together, and, in
the case of food scarcity and inequitable access, it too often draws us apart. 

About Us 
This is an episode, about us - our Ordinary Story team. In honor of our first time being able to record
in person and much of our team meeting IRL for the first time, we took a break from our regular story
slate to talk a bit about who we are, how we came to be a team and why we do this work. 

About Race Literacy 
This is an ordinary story about pursuing a better understanding. It's a story about people choosing to
unlearn and learn anew. Why? Because of a belief, a deep conviction that the world needs it, that unity
(true unity) requires it of us. 

About The Language of Music 
This is an Ordinary Story about two young cellists in Washington, DC who are learning the language of
music and discovering joy, growth, and community in the process.

About The Culture of Care 
In this episode, we hear stories of two monumentally ordinary people who have dedicated their lives
to the care of others - and leading movements that do the same. Two people serving two completely
different communities, half a world apart, with the same heart.

About Being Seen While Growing Older 
This is an Ordinary Story about being seen while growing older, told by those serving the aging
community of DC and Cheryl Beversdorf, an expert on aging and producer & host of the podcast
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